Welcome to ETAPS

The nineteenth edition of ETAPS is taking place in Eindhoven, Netherlands, from 2 to 8 of April 2016. The venue is Eindhoven University of Technology. ETAPS 2016 will consist of 5 main conferences, 22 workshops, numerous project meetings and the SPIN symposium.

Workshops Time Table

Saturday and Sunday Schedule

| 8:30 - 9:00 | registration |
| 9:00 - 10:30 | workshops |
| 10:30 - 11:00 | coffee break |
| 11:00 - 12:30 | workshops |
| 12:30 - 14:00 | lunch |
| 14:00 - 15:30 | workshops |
| 15:30 - 16:00 | coffee break |
| 16:00 - 18:00 | workshops |
Eindhoven University of Technology (TU/e) is conveniently situated in the center of Eindhoven, near the main railway station. It is currently home to about 240 professors, 7200 students, 250 PDEng-students, 600 PhD students, 200 post-doc students and 3000 regular employees. The TU/e has nine departments, among which one is the department of Mathematics and Computer Science.

As part of the Brainport, one of Europe’s most prominent high-tech regions in recent years, the university has special collaborative partnerships with companies and government authorities.

**Notice:** satellite events in the weekend of 2-3 April take place in the Auditorium, rooms CZ 1 to 8 (downstairs) and rooms CZ 9 to 16 (upstairs). All coffee breaks and lunch breaks are served in the Senaatszaal (SZ) of the Auditorium. The registration desk is located next to the Senaatszaal.

**Sat, 2 April Events** (and rooms)

- CASSTING (CZ 16)
- CMCS (CZ 4)
- DICE (CZ 14)
- GaLoP (CZ 11)
- GaM (CZ 12)
- QAPL (CZ 10)
- WRLA (CZ 5)
- RAC (CZ 7)
- VerifyThis (CZ 9)
- VPT (CZ 13)
- VSSE (CZ 15)

**Sun, 3 April Events** (and rooms)

- CASSTING (CZ 16)
- CMCS (CZ 4)
- DICE (CZ 14)
- GaLoP (CZ 11)
- GaM (CZ 12)
- QAPL (CZ 10)
- WRLA (CZ 5)
- FESCA (CZ 2)
- FMSPLE (CZ 13b)
- HCVS (CZ 13a)
- HotSpot (CZ 7)
- ENERGY/Sensation (CZ 9)
- SynCop (CZ 15)